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Abstract

Background: The fungi include microorganisms which are inhabitant in our environment and sometimes their produced poisons can result in Keratitis and if this disease is not treated appropriately, then blindness will occur. In the present study, the most infectious fungal agents which caused corneal ulcer in patients who referred to Farabi Eye Hospital of Tehran University of Medical Sciences have been identified.

Methods: The sample was taken by ophthalmologist and then analyzed for identification of any fungal pathogen in accordance with laboratory standards.

Results: Most fungi obtained from these samples were related to the genera Fusarium (n=60, 49.59±2.96%), Aspergillus (n=32, 26.44±2.52%), Candida albicans (n=17, 14.05±2.32%) and other fungi (n=12, 9.92±3.16%), respectively. Fungal Keratitis (FK) was observed mostly in men (n=96, 79.34±0.52%). Whilst for women, FK rate was found to be (n=25, 20.66±0.52%). Our results showed that in farmers and constructional workers, due to trauma there was seen an increased number of FK which resulted from hitting the plant organs and objects in eyes.

Conclusion: It can be concluded that after corneal damage by these fungal agents, toxic metabolite is emerged and finally the human eye will be hurt.
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INTRODUCTION

Cornea is the out layer of eye and contrary to other tissues of human body, it lacks blood vessels and this is the reason why cornea is more vulnerable to damage compared with other tissues. There are some risk factors in corneal diseases. They include trauma caused infections which usually occur due to plant stumps in eye, chronic diseases related to outer layers of eye, immunity deficiency and in some rare cases the use of contact lenses (4).

Nowadays, our information about infectious microorganisms and the poisons produced by these microbial agents has been increasingly grown. Fungal species are significant in human life and they would be able to produce toxic metabolites resulting in damage in animal and human tissues.

Mycotoxins are known as fungal secondary metabolites which have toxic effects on human and animals. Theses toxic effects are dependent on toxicity and exposure levels, age and other factors involved in toxicity severity. Therefore, considering the public health and careful controlling of food materials are so necessary and of importance for human’s health (1). Some fungi such as Aspergillus genus include useful species that can be used in food industries (2). Whilst the other species of this genus may result in crop contamination and also they are able to make poisoning for living things and/or to cause carcinogenicity in human (3).

There are few available reports in literatures referring to a series of eye diseases in human and animals which can be formed by fungal, bacterial and viral produced enzyme metabolites (4,5). One of the high importance diseases resulted from funguses is Keratitis. The Keratitis is known as corneal inflammation diseases and may become an infectious disease through microorganisms which is sometimes followed by blindness in human and animals (6-8).

Since the type of treatment in this disease is very crucial and dependent upon laboratory diagnosis, the laboratory methods are of high importance for finding the best and appropriated approach of treatment. In this direction, if the sample is taken more carefully, the more proper initial diagnosis will be resulted. Carefully prepared of direct smears and staining smears along with conventional, appropriated culture media and some diagnostic tests, they would together
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result in appropriate diagnosis for disease making microorganisms.

The present study is a retrospective study and relating to the patient who referred to Farabi Eye Hospital, Tehran University of Medical Sciences for a two-year period which continued until 2013 due to corneal ulcer and keratitis. The aim of the study was to identify the most important funguses which have great role in fungal keratitis (FK).

**METHODS**

The information of this study was obtained based on the reports which have been archived in microbiological department of pathobiology laboratory of Farabi Hospital. Looking over the patients’ archives, some complementary data were obtained from the accessible files. Most patients were referred from other therapeutical centers placed in other cities.

**Specimen:** 2180 samples were taken from patients who were affected by Keratitis and referred to Farabi Eye Hospital, Tehran University of Medical Sciences, during approximately two consecutive years. In the carried out research, out of 2180 patients only the patients diagnosed by decisive fungal keratitis (FK) underwent the study. The other probable agents such as bacterial keratitis were not studied and were excluded from the study.

Sampling was taken from surface of cornea by eye specialists and/or eye surgeons who resided in emergency ward of the hospital. Scraping method was used to take samples by means of surgical blades or platinum spatula. The samples were taken using slit lamp microscope from inside deepened and the edge of corneal ulcers of patients whom were gone under local anesthesia. After preparing the lab slides, they were immediately gone through microscopic analyses. The prepared slides were gram stained for direct smear test. The samples were cultured in laboratory media including Blood Agar (BA), Chocolate Agar (CHOC) and Sabouraud Dextrose Agar (SDA) for identification of any bacterial and fungal pathogens. KOH wet mount is also used for identifying the fungi. The whole tests were done in accordance with laboratory standards. The media were incubated for a period of 24 to 72 hours at an appropriate temperature. Finally, the infectious pathogens causing keratitis were separated and identified. Microscopic experiments and direct smear, wet mount with KOH 10% and the gram staining were all done by lab experts and directed by lab specialists and microbiologists as well.

**RESULTS**

The result of identified funguses causing FK

In this study, 121 samples (5.55%) were isolated by fungal infections. Most fungi obtained from these samples were related to the genera Fusarium (n=60, 49.59±2.96%), Aspergillus (n=32, 26.44±2.52%) and Candida albicans (n=17, 14.05±2.32%). There were seen few other fungi (n=12, 9.92±3.16%), respectively (Table 1).

The result of this study also showed the highest FK rate was related to Fusarium sp (51.56%) which was followed by Aspergillus sp (28.13%) in the year 2012. However, due to Candida albicans, FK rate was found to be 12.50% (Figure 1).

The results of FK incidence in male and female patients

Fungal Keratitis (FK) was observed (n=96, 79.34±0.52%) in men and (n=25, 20.66±0.52%) in women, respectively (Figure 2).

![Figure 1](image1.png) **Figure 1.** FK rate caused by different fungal pathogens in the year 2012. 1 (Fusarium sp); 2 (Aspergillus sp); 3 (Candida albicans); 4 (Other fungi)

![Figure 2](image2.png) **Figure 2.** The percentage of FK observed in male and female patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fungi (n=121)</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fusarium sp</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>49.59±2.96%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspergillus sp</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>26.44±2.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candida albicans</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.05±2.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Other Fungi</em></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9.92±3.16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Other Fungi included: Alternaria sp, Sterile mycelium, Penicillium sp, Paecilomyces sp, Colletotrichum sp, Pseudallescheria boydii, Curvularia lunata and Rhizopus sp
The results obtained from smear test
The results of this study showed that in severe infections resulted from FK, fungal mycelium was easily seen in direct smear test (Figure 3A-B). This initial report helps physicians to speed up the treatment protocol.

The results obtained from culture media
After 24–72 hrs passed from taking the samples, the grown fungal colonies presented in the media were identified (Figure 4A-B).

DISCUSSION
Funguses are generally considered as damaging agents in agricultural and medical sections throughout the world. These agents are able to create toxic metabolites which cause a series of infectious diseases and consequently sometimes resulting in death (9). Some diseases such as Allergic alveolitis, bronchial asthma and atopic conjunctivitis can be created by fungal micro particles being spread in our environment and these particles may contain special species of Fusarium genus and through making toxic metabolite the abovementioned diseases will be emerged (10,11). Some diseases making funguses such as Fusarium and Aspergillus genera are part of environmental habitants and they are reported in some countries such as India, China, some areas limited to the U.S., France, Hong Kong and Singapore to cause FK (12-17). Generally, saprophytic fungi including Aspergillus, Fusarium and yeast like microorganisms such as Candida albicans are mostly considered as the highest incidence of FK (18,19). In this study, we showed that, both Fusarium and Aspergillus are the most FK causative for patients referred to Farabi Eye Hospital (Figure 1). However, among these two fungi, the incidence rate of FK caused by Fusarium was much higher (Table 1). The continuation of our study also showed FK incidence rate in males was higher (79.34%) when compared to females’ (20.66%) (Figure 2). The reason of high incidence rate of FK in males might be searched in a series of parameters including immunological systems differences, vocational parameters, and also the geographical area of their living. In this direction, it should be said that because of more working in exposed areas of farm, men workers are expected to be subject to plant based trauma and accordingly corneal deepened ulcers will be resulted.

In individuals who have compromised immunological systems, there is every likelihood of fungal infection caused by trauma and/or formed by corneal ulcers (20). The corneal ulcers which can be formed by fungal metabolism are mostly seen among the farmers in countryside areas and also observed in structural and unroofed places’ workers. In this regard, it should be said that fungal microorganisms would be able to become pathogenesis after the cornea damaged by a trauma which can occur through hitting external objects.
facing eyes with plants and dusts base (4,21). Since FK treatment is sometimes difficult and might be unresponsive to ocular drugs, it leads to severe damaging in cornea and blindness may even be ensued (22,23).

Most symptoms of FK include ocular redness, pain, feeling external objects in eyes and tearing. These symptoms cannot merely bear a certain and confident diagnosis on FK. Accordingly, laboratory reports would be of high importance for an appropriate diagnosis to take place which would be followed by accurate and proper treatment.

In this study, some routine methods such as gram stained direct smears relating to the cornea and also KOH wet mount were used for early diagnosis of FK (Figure 3A-B). In fact, the results of this diagnostic laboratory approaches lead physicians to speed up any necessary procedures for FK treatment. This approach together with the results obtained from culture media incubated within 24 to 72 hours certainly result in comprehensive treatment.

LIMITATIONS

In recent years, the use of other diagnostic methods such as molecular approaches has been growing for detection of pathogens. The high costs of reagents needed for considering this kind of methods was one of the limitations that caused them not to be applied to this research. There was seen incomplete information on primary treatments on patients referred from other therapeutic centers.

CONCLUSION

Although the incidence of these diseases has been fallen down, the studies show that FK due to population increasing, the elevated use of contact lens, is increasingly to grow. Based on our data, the most dominant fungal keratitis was the elevated use of contact lens, is increasingly to grow. There was seen incomplete information on primary treatments on patients referred from other therapeutic centers.
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